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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
January 22, 2021 
 
RETIEF GOOSEN  ( -11) 
 
 
Q.  Retief, definitely different conditions today. Talk about how that played into your 
round.  
 
RETIEF GOOSEN:  Actually it was exactly the same as yesterday was, you know? Different 
wind in the first 16 holes and then suddenly it turns. Around 5:00 it just goes the other way. 
So it played exactly the same the last couple holes as yesterday.  
 
But yeah, as good as the putter was yesterday, as bad as it was today. Just couldn't make a 
thing. Lost sort of my speed on the greens quite badly today, and if you have the wrong 
speed you can't make anything. Go and do a bit of work now and hopefully tomorrow get a 
low round in. Have to shoot another low one tomorrow to have a chance. 
 
Q.  It seems like the course can give up a good score tomorrow with as tight as it is at 
the top.  
 
RETIEF GOOSEN:  Definitely, yeah. I actually played better today than I played yesterday. I 
felt better off the tee, I hit a lot of good iron shots, but if you can't make a putt, doesn't matter 
how well you're playing. Par 3s killed me on the back nine and then a poor finish. But 2 
behind, one round to go, it's doable, but it's going to have to be a low one. 
 
Q.  Retief, on 15, curious how long that drive was on 15. Looked like you only had 
about 40 or 50 yards in? 
 
RETIEF GOOSEN:  Yeah, I had about 50 yards left to the flag. As I said, the wind just 
suddenly turned. We've gone from playing into the wind suddenly to downwind and the hole 
has suddenly gone from a driver, 7-iron to a driver and a chip. Yeah, if the wind blows like 
this tomorrow, it's going to be a different golf course.   
 
Q.  You talk about losing speed, your sense of speed on the greens. Is there anything 
you can pinpoint? Like why does that happen? 
 
RETIEF GOOSEN:  You know, yesterday was overcast so your visual is a little different than 
today with the sun. Greens just looked quicker to me and I kept under hitting my pace. So 
I'm going to go and hit some putts now and just get the stroke going again and hopefully 
tomorrow make a few, get the confidence back. 
 


